Lingoda partners with popular influencers AT Frenchies

Together they will be shedding light on common French language mistakes that you do not want to make

MIAMI, November 8, 2022 - Lingoda, one of the top global online language schools, is partnering with the popular influencers AT Frenchies to illustrate French language mistakes that you do not want to make. With Alex and Tom, both from France and currently based in the US, focusing on teaching their 550k online followers about French culture and language in a humorous way, the partnership with Lingoda will be based on common language misunderstandings, in particular between the French and English language.

With the first reel called “Are you horny or just hot?”, their followers will learn about embarrassing language mistakes that are often made when starting to learn French - and receive tips on how to avoid them. In their six part series, the influencers will concentrate on explaining common phrases that could lead to serious faux pas by non-native French speakers.

“The French language really isn’t one of the easiest languages to learn. And we have so much fun teaching our community about mistakes that they really shouldn’t make when starting to speak the language. And with Lingoda also focused on teaching real-life language and cultural context in an online setting just like us, we immediately found that we are a great fit to teach some useful lessons but to also have great fun while doing so,” says Alex Durand from AT Frenchies.

And as both the influencers and Lingoda focus heavily on teaching their followers and students on how to speak their new language confidently, the partnership will have some valuable payoff for French language learners.

“As an online language school, we offer live classes with live teachers in four languages. And during our partnership, Alex and Tom have really taken on the roles of our French teachers to prepare our students for real-life situations and phrases that can be used in daily interactions,” says Philippa Wentzel, Lingoda’s Curriculum Team Lead. “And this is what Lingoda is all about - teaching our students what will be both valuable and essential for their daily lives so they can speak their new language with confidence.”

The partnership between Lingoda and AT Frenchies will last from mid October until mid December. Within this time frame, their special code ATFRENCHIES50 will give interested students 50% off of their preferred monthly Lingoda classes.

If you are interested in interviewing AT Frenchies to learn more about their partnership with Lingoda, please send an email to press@lingoda.com.
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